GLOBAL ACADEMY

http://www.umga.miami.edu

University of Miami Global Academy (UMGA) offers an online middle and high school college preparatory program for both full-time and part-time students. Students have the option of either taking courses and transferring them back to their local school or completing all of their courses at UMGA and graduating from the University of Miami Global Academy. In addition, UMGA offers courses on an accelerated schedule for credit advancement or credit recovery. Whether students are at the middle or high school level, all are provided with the following:

- Instruction from certified, highly qualified teachers
- Academic coaching to assist with schedules and college acceptance
- Small class size
- A highly interactive learning environment that promotes engagement
- Comprehensive curriculum offering regular, honors, Advanced Placement (AP) and world language courses including French, Latin, and Mandarin Chinese
- iESOL Program to increase English language proficiency

Additional information regarding middle school, high school, and summer school can be found at www.umga.miami.edu (http://www.umga.miami.edu).